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Learning Experience: Building with snow

Children enjoy playing with snow, during outdoor time. They come up with different ideas to play such snowball

making, and building snowman. Building snow shetler is one of the ideas they

come up with. They work together to make snow blocks and transporting them to

their destination.

“We will need so many blocks to finish this.” – S1.

“The snow is soft, this makes it easy to fill the buckets.” – S2.

“This is a lot of work, we need a bigger shovel.” – S3.

The children were engaged with this learning experience by initiating and

delegating tasks for each other to complete. They showed good belonging by

working as a team to accomplish the tasks.



Learning Experience: Creating a scene with matchsticks

In this activity, we asked the children

what they remember the most from

their winter break or what they look

forward towards the most from back to

school. Children then used their

creativity to create a scene with

matchsticks. One child used

matchsticks to make a boat, and he

asked the teacher for cotton balls to add

clouds to his scene.

“I am driving the boat, I am going to the

lake and fish there in the summer.” – S1.

Another child decided to recreate his

building from Minecraft, which

he has been building during the

break at home.

“This is my house from

Minecraft, here is the door, the

living room, backyard, and

bedroom. The one in Minecraft

have more rooms, there is not

enough room on this paper.” –

S2.

Through this activity, the

children were able to express their thoughts through art. It was great to hear from

the children about their winter break and what their future outlooks are. Their

positivity are always on display.


